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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF WARDEN TO MINISTER:  
MINING ACT S 102(6) 

 

THE PROCEEDINGS 

Application For Exemption 

1  On 29 March 2001 Paul Bailey Carruthers  ("the applicant")) lodged 
application 531/001 for the issue of a certificate of exemption in respect 
of mining lease 51/13 ("M51/13").  The amount of expenditure for which 
exemption is sought is $10,000, being the total minimum expenditure 
prescribed for the tenement.  The year in respect of which the exemption 
is sought is that ending 27 April 2001.  Express reference is made in the 
exemption application to the provisions of s 102(2) and s 102(3) of the 
Mining Act 1978 (WA) ("the Act").  It is also stated in the application for 
exemption that "… Time is required to evaluate work done on the 
tenement …". 

2  An objection to application for exemption 531/001 was lodged by 
Allan Neville Brosnan ("the Objector") on 19 April 2001.  The grounds 
for objection are set out as follows: 

"1. The objector denies the truth of the claims which the 
applicant has made as its reasons for exemption. 

2. The applicant has no valid grounds for exemption. 

3. Upon a reasonable consideration of the grounds upon 
which exemptions have been granted, the work done and 
the money spent on a tenement by the holder, a further 
exemption should not be granted." 

3  Plaint 26/001 was lodged by Brosnan on 19 April 2001.  The plaint 
seeks forfeiture of M51/13.  The expressed basis of the application for 
forfeiture is that the defendant has failed to comply with the prescribed 
expenditure requirement for the tenement pursuant to reg 31 for the year 
ended 27 April 2001.  It is alleged that the noncompliance is of sufficient 
gravity to justify forfeiture of the tenement. 

4  On 23 August 2001, with the consent of both parties, I directed that 
the applicant was to file and serve particulars of the reasons for exemption 
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within 21 days and that the objector/plaintiff was to file and serve 
particulars of the objection and of the plaint within 21 days.  Neither party 
complied with that direction.  At the commencement of the hearing, 
however, Mr Carruthers, who represented himself, made it clear that the 
sole basis for the making of the exemption application was his illness 
during the tenement year in question and his consequential inability to 
personally undertake any work at all on the tenement or to visit the 
tenement.  At the commencement of the hearing Mr Lawton indicated that 
his client, the objector/plaintiff, simply relied upon the fact that no 
expenditure at all had been claimed for M51/13 by the tenement holder in 
respect of the year ended 27 April 2001 and that that, of itself, was of 
sufficient gravity to justify forfeiture or, alternatively, was sufficient to 
justify the imposition of a penalty. 

5  It was agreed by both parties that I should hear evidence in respect of 
both the application for exemption and the plaint for forfeiture at the same 
time but that I would not make any recommendation in respect of the 
plaint until the Minister had finally disposed of the exemption application. 

THE EVIDENCE 

6  The applicant, Mr Carruthers, gave evidence himself.  He also called 
one witness, namely, Mr Lance Watson. 

7  The objector/plaintiff produced no evidence. 

8  Mr Carruthers said in his evidence that he had been the holder of 
M51/13 since 1990 and that, with the exception of the expenditure years 
ended 27 April 2000 and 27 April 2001, he had complied with all 
requirements placed upon him by the Act and regulations, including, 
expenditure requirements and payment of rates and rental.  He said that he 
suffered from a chronic medical condition whereby, after physical 
exertion, he would suffer extremely painful migraine headaches, together 
with very bad pain in his neck and shoulders.  He said that that was a 
problem which had existed for approximately five years but that it had 
become worse in the last two to three years.  He said that he was obliged 
to take extremely strong medication to relieve the pain and in order to be 
able to sleep and that on as many as five to six days of each week he 
would be incapacitated as a result of taking the medication which he said 
"wipes out my day".  He gave one example in which he said that within 
one to two hours after raising his arms above shoulder level he would 
experience muscle soreness between his shoulder blades, leading to a 
severe migraine.  He had received medical treatment for his condition, 
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however, it was his belief that it was not curable and that he would not 
improve.  Without objection from Mr Lawton, Mr Carruthers produced a 
medical report dated 2 January 2002 which said: 

"This letter is to confirm that Mr Carruthers was seen on a 
regular basis throughout the year of 2001 for treatment of 
chronic migraine headaches super imposed upon constant 
headaches of a cervicogenic origan [sic] complicated by the 
presence of the pain amplification Fibromyalgin Syndrome. 

He has a chronic pain syndrome of moderate to severe intensity 
which has severely restricted his ability to perform activities even 
of a mild nature." 

9  Mr Lawton did not dispute Mr Carruthers did have the medical 
condition described by Mr Carruthers and described in the medical report 
(exhibit B).  I accept the evidence of Mr Carruthers and that contained in 
the medical report as to his medical condition, as to the consequences of 
the condition and as to the fact that he is unable to perform any physical 
work of a type which he may otherwise have performed and which he 
may have performed in the past in connection with working on the subject 
tenement. 

10  I accept the evidence of Mr Carruthers which was to the effect that 
prior to becoming debilitated as a consequence of his medical condition 
he had, for between 20 and 25 years in Melbourne and then in Perth, 
carried on his own business which he called "Just Doors".  I accept that he 
had also worked part-time for about 12 years for the Department of 
Education in Western Australia in connection with security.  During 
cross-examination he conceded that, apart from his connection with 
M51/13, he had no other mining experience except about three years of 
metal detecting as a hobby in Queensland.  During cross-examination 
Mr Carruthers said that between April 2000 and April 2001 he would 
have probably been unwell for 60 to 70 per cent of each week.  I accept 
that he did not undertake any other form of employment during that time. 

11  On 6 November 2001, 50 per cent of M51/13 was transferred to 
Lance Watson, the applicant's witness.  It is my understanding of the 
evidence that, prior to the date of transfer of the half share to Mr Watson, 
Mr Watson had no interest in the tenement.  The evidence of 
Mr Carruthers concerning the circumstances in which the transfer came 
about is as follows.  He said that he had been unable to visit the tenement 
since about September 1999 due to his medical condition.  He had 
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advertised the tenement for sale about 12 months ago over a period of 
about three months by posting a "For Sale" notice on the noticeboard of 
the office of APLA, a prospectors' association.  He said that he believed 
that he may have asked in the advertisement for a price of around $15-  
$20,000.  That attempt to sell the tenement was unsuccessful.  Some time 
prior to October 1999 Mr Carruthers received a phone call from the 
present plaintiff, Mr Brosnan.  The purpose of Brosnan's making contact 
with Carruthers was to invite Carruthers to enter into an agreement with 
Brosnan whereby Brosnan would work the lease and there would be a 
sharing of costs and of any net income.  Mr Carruthers said that he 
immediately rejected the offer but that Mr Brosnan left him his 
(Brosnan's) phone number in order that he could contact Brosnan if he 
changed his mind.  He never changed his mind.  Mr Carruthers said that 
he had never met Mr Brosnan and that, in effect, he knew nothing or very 
little about him at the time when Brosnan telephoned.  Mr Carruthers said 
that, during the telephone conversation with Brosnan,  Brosnan suggested 
that the tenement might be plainted for forfeiture.  On 7 October 1999 
plaint for forfeiture 15/990 was lodged by a Mr Lee.  That plaint was 
withdrawn approximately six weeks later upon leave being granted by the 
Warden to do so.  I accept Mr Carruthers' evidence which was to the 
effect that he had only ever had one telephone conversation with 
Mr Brosnan.  Mr Carruthers subsequently received a certificate of 
exemption in respect of M51/13 for the year ended 27 April 2000.  The 
amount of the exemption was $10,000. 

12  On 19 April 2001 Mr Brosnan lodged both plaint 26/001 (now before 
me for determination) and an objection to application for 
exemption 531/001 by Mr Carruthers (now before me for determination).  
Mr Carruthers, I find, subsequently met Mr Watson whom he had known 
for a long time but had not seen for several years.  As a result of 
discussions with Mr Watson, Mr Carruthers agreed to transfer a 
50 per cent holding in M51/13 to Mr Watson, the consideration being 
payment of an amount of $200 together with an undertaking by 
Mr Watson that Mr Watson would provide labour, capital and machinery 
to work on the tenement in order to comply with the expenditure 
requirements and to develop the tenement.  Mr Watson gave evidence, 
which I accept, of a considerable amount of past experience in working 
small tenements and mines.  I also accept that he has plant and machinery 
of a type suitable for a relatively small mining operation such as that 
contemplated by the applicant for M51/13.  Further, I am satisfied that he 
has access to sufficient capital to ensure that work sufficient to enable 
compliance with the minimum expenditure requirement is carried out. 
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13  The uncertified search of M51/13 tendered in evidence shows that 
the tenement was transferred to Mr Carruthers in April 1990.  It also 
shows that, since then, all rental charges have been met, that form 5 
expenditure reports have been lodged during each year and that, on only 
two occasion, namely, for the years ended 27 April 2000 and 27 April 
2001 have exemptions been sought.  As previously mentioned, a 
certificate of exemption was granted by the Minister for the year ended 
27 April 2000.  Mr Carruthers said, and I accept it to be so, that the reason 
for which he made the application for the grant of a certificate of 
exemption in respect of the year ended 27 April 2000 was, as is the case 
for the year ended 27 April 2001, his disabilities arising out of his medical 
condition. 

14  During cross-examination Mr Carruthers said that prior to the year 
ended 27 April 2000 he had been able to meet the minimum expenditure 
requirements in respect of the tenement.  He said that at least 50 per cent 
of the work done on the tenement in respect of which expenditure had 
been claimed in past years was constituted by him carrying out 
metal-detecting operations.  He said he had engaged in some dry-blowing 
operations about six years ago and that about three to four years ago he 
had engaged a geologist, Mr Fewster, to do some work on the tenement 
for him.  In addition, again about three to four years ago, he said that he 
had taken some machinery onto the tenement and done some strip mining.  
It was his evidence that he has always had and still has an intention to 
work the tenement and that might include use of heavier machinery and 
dewatering of shafts. 

15  In his evidence Mr Watson said that he had visited M51/13 and 
believed that the tenement was in need of further development which he 
was capable of carrying out, putting to use his own experience and the 
machinery and capital available to him.  I accept the evidence of 
Mr Watson in that regard. 

SUBMISSION 

On Behalf of the Objector/Plaintiff 

16  Mr Lawton submitted that there was nothing in the evidence to 
support the first reason for exemption, namely, that, for purposes of 
s 102(2)(b) of the Act, the applicant required time to evaluate work done 
on the tenement.  I agree with that submission.  Mr Carruthers quite 
candidly stated that the only basis upon which he sought that the 
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certificate of exemption be issued was that arising out of his incapacity 
due to his medical condition. 

17  In respect of subs 102(3) of the Act, Mr Lawton said that it was 
important and necessary to take into account the provisions of s 102(4).  
Section 102(4) says: 

"When consideration is given to an application for exemption 
regard shall be had to the current grounds upon which 
exemptions have been granted and to work done and the money 
spent on the mining tenement by the holder thereof." 

18  Counsel acknowledged that there is some question as to the meaning 
of the word "current" in the interpretation of the subsection.  I agree with 
that.  Mr Lawton said that, in the present case, the correct approach to be 
taken was that the application for exemption should be seen in the light 
that the tenement holder had been granted a certificate of exemption 
exempting 100 per cent of the required expenditure for the preceding year 
and that he had, in effect, "had his chance".  He submitted that the 
applicant's illness was not of itself a valid ground for the granting of the 
exemption certificate.  He also submitted that the evidence disclosed that 
the holding of the tenement by the applicant was, in reality, nothing more 
than a "hobby", that the applicant did not rely upon it for his livelihood 
and that he had, in the past, rejected the opportunity presented by 
Mr Brosnan which would have enabled the expenditure requirements to 
have been met.  Counsel also made comment of the fact that 
Mr Carruthers had disposed of a half share in the tenement for a mere 
$200 to Mr Watson. 

19  Mr Lawton also drew my attention to the use of the words "… money 
spent on the mining tenement by the holder thereof" which are included 
within subs 102(4).  He said that the words "money spent" should be 
given a literal interpretation and, therefore, did not include "deemed 
expenditure" as contemplated by the provisions of reg 31 in respect of 
work done personally by a holder on the tenement.  Regulation 31 (where 
relevant) says: 

"… If the holder is directly engaged part-time or full-time in 
mining on the lease itself then an amount equivalent to the wages 
he would otherwise be entitled to if similarly employed elsewhere 
in the district shall be deemed to have been expended." 
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The Applicant 

20  Mr Carruthers said that at all times he had acted in good faith in 
complying with the minimum expenditure requirements for the mining 
lease.  He said that he had intentions to comply with those requirements in 
the future and that he now had the capacity, as a consequence of the 
acquisition by Mr Watson of a half share in the tenement and as a 
consequence of the experience and the assets of Mr Watson, to, in the 
future, comply with all expenditure requirements.  He said (as he had said 
in evidence) that it was one consequence of his illness and the medication, 
which he had to take that it was very difficult for him to sit down and plan 
and make business decisions.  That was one reason why he had taken so 
long to do anything about taking steps to ensure that he could retain the 
tenement by complying with expenditure requirements.  In respect of the 
offer received by Brosnan, Mr Carruthers said that at that time his health 
was not as bad as it subsequently became and is now and that he knew 
nothing about Mr Brosnan.  Mr Carruthers also commented that the fact 
that the tenement had been plainted twice made it difficult for him to 
decide what to do. 

CONCLUSIONS 

21  There are two well-known decisions of the Supreme Court of 
Western Australia concerning the objectives of the Act in relation to 
expenditure requirements and concerning the consequences of failure to 
comply with the expenditure requirements. 

22  In Nova Resources NL v French (1995) 12 WAR 50 at 57-8 
Rowland J said: 

"The objects and aims have existed generally in all mining 
legislation throughout Australia for many years.  In recent times, 
new forms of tenements have been introduced to support these 
objects.  The primary object, so far as it impacts on this case, is 
to ensure as far as practicable that land which has either known 
potential for mining or is worthy of exploration will be made 
available for mining or exploration.  It is made available subject 
to reasonably stringent conditions and if these, including 
expenditure conditions, show that the purposes of the Act are not 
being advanced then the Act and regulations make provisions for 
others who have an interest in those purposes on that land to 
apply for forfeiture so they may exploit the area.  There is power 
for a tenement holder to seek exemption from complying with 
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certain conditions for cause, and one assumes that it is not only 
for record purposes that a Form 5 must be filed each year. 

It is with that background that where it is found by the Warden 
that a breach of an expenditure condition has been established 
which the Warden considers is a material breach which would 
justify the making of a forfeiture order or recommending a 
forfeiture order, the Warden should so order unless there are 
other considerations which would tend to support some other 
disposition of the application to forfeit.  Clearly, noncompliance 
with the provisions of the Act and regulations for the purposes of 
this type of application needs to be more than trivial or technical.  
What amounts to a material breach, will be for the Warden to 
decide in each case." 

23  In Commercial Properties Pty Ltd v Italo Nominees Pty Ltd, 
unreported; FCt SCt of WA; 16 December 1988 Appeal 2131/1998 the 
court said at page 15: 

"In the case of failure to comply with expenditure conditions the 
legislation contemplates forfeiture.  Hence upon prima facie 
proof of noncompliance, we consider the plaintiff likewise 
establishes a prima facie case for forfeiture.  Thus, in such 
circumstances, the evidentiary burden is on the defendant to 
satisfy the Warden that the case is otherwise not of sufficient 
gravity to justify the forfeiture." 

24  The Court said further (at 22): 

"Failure to comply with expenditure conditions is contemplated 
by the statute itself as of sufficient gravity to justify forfeiture." 

25  In Re Heaney SM; Ex parte Haoma Mining NL v Tunza Holdings 
Pty Ltd, unreported; FCt SCt WA; 18 December 1998; 
Library No 980738 Murray J, with whom Kennedy and Wallwork JJ 
agreed, said (page 16): 

"Apart from any reasons additional to those specifically adverted 
to in subs (2) which, under subs (3) may be prescribed, all that 
subs (3) does is to make it clear that the Minister has a general 
discretion fettered only by the question whether the reasons 
which seem to him or her to be sufficient have a reasonable 
relationship to the question of exemption and the grounds upon 
which he may properly act in granting a certificate of exemption. 
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Nonetheless the Minister is entitled to have before him the 
expression of view by the Warden upon the grounds, which have 
been advanced in the hearing or the papers before him.  It is the 
Warden's responsibility in every case to make a recommendation 
having regard to the merits of what is put before him.  That involves 
no exercise of attempting to second-guess the Minister." 

26  It can readily be seen that the failure of a tenement holder to comply 
with the minimum expenditure requirement for a tenement and to fail to 
obtain a certificate of exemption for the full amount not expended may 
lead to the very serious consequences of either having the tenement 
forfeited or being ordered to pay a monetary penalty of up to $5000 
following the determination of plaint action.  

27  In the present case, accepting, as I do, the evidence of the applicant 
as to his medical condition and as to the nature and consequences of the 
debilitation resulting therefrom, I am satisfied that, through no cause other 
than that medical condition, he has been unable to fulfil the expenditure 
requirements for the two years ending 27 April 2000 and 27 April 2001.  I 
am satisfied that he has a genuine intention to work and develop the 
tenement in conjunction with Mr Watson.  I am satisfied that Mr Watson 
has the knowledge and experience necessary to undertake sufficient work 
and to thereby expend a sufficient amount for purposes of compliance 
with reg 31.  I am also satisfied that, together, Mr Carruthers and 
Mr Watson will, in the future, endeavour to comply with the provisions of 
the Act and regulations in respect of their tenement. 

28  Although it may be said that Mr Carruthers should have taken more 
active and positive steps than he did to try and avoid the expenditure 
noncompliance prior to transferring a half share in the tenement to 
Mr Watson in November 2001, nevertheless, that proposition must be 
scrutinised in the context of the circumstances of the case including, in 
particular, Mr Carruthers' physical disablement and the impact upon his 
planning and organisational capacities arising out of the illness itself and 
the medication that he was obliged to take.  I have not formed the view 
that Mr Carruthers' failure to accomplish the achievement of any effective 
resolution of the difficulties with which he was faced before he entered 
into the agreement with Mr Watson was due to any lack of desire on his 
part to keep the tenement in good standing and comply with the legislative 
requirements and objectives and to thereby meet the policy aims of the 
legislation.  Given that I accept that both Mr Carruthers and the now joint 
tenement holder Mr Watson do intend that the tenement be worked and 
that the minimum expenditure requirement be fulfilled and, given that I 
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am satisfied that, together, they have the financial capacity and knowledge 
and experience to properly work the tenement, I do not consider that it 
would not be in the interests of the achievement of the legislative 
objectives of the Act and regulations were a certificate of objection to be 
granted by the Minister for the year the subject of the application. This is 
a case where I believe that the Minister could properly form the opinion 
that, in all of the circumstances, both past and present, there is sufficient 
reason to justify the grant of a certificate in the amount sought. 

RECOMMENDATION 

29  I recommend to the Minister that he grant a certificate of exemption 
in the amount of $10,000 in respect of the year ended 27 April 2001 in 
respect of M51/13. 

THE PLAINT 

30  As I previously mentioned, it was agreed at the outset of the hearing 
that it was appropriate for me to hear evidence and receive submissions in 
respect of both the exemption application and the plaint but to await the 
making of any conclusion and recommendation in respect of the plaint 
until the final resolution by the Minister of the exemption application.  
Accordingly, my report and recommendations on plaint 26/001are 
adjourned sine die. My findings of fact expressed herein are to be taken as 
my findings of fact on the plaint insofar as they are relevant thereto.   
There is liberty to either party to have the plaint relisted upon giving not 
less than 14 days' written notice to the other party after the Minister has 
finally determined exemption application 531/001. 
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